
How many of us have memories of going to work with our parents? - I remember going with my dad and brother some 
Saturdays to Hertz Farm Management in Nevada, Iowa - Since there was no one else in the office, I remember my 
brother and I would throw paper airplanes down the stairwell - after a short stint in New York City, my dad worked for the 
same company his whole adult life - I don’t know if he had opportunities to work somewhere else, but working for the 
same company your whole career is rare these days

Not that there is anything wrong with changing jobs, but there is something good about loyalty, about being faithful to a person 
or a company through thick and thin

In the first reading we hear about the loyal and faithful wife - the first reading is from the end of Proverbs - now Proverbs was 
part of the wisdom literature - wisdom literature, which includes Proverbs, the book of Wisdom, and Psalms, were not 
meant to be read straight through - if you have a book of quotes from a famous person, you usually don’t read it cover to 
cover - you jump around picking out quotes that seem applicable to your life at that moment

There is a difference between wisdom and knowledge - one can be very knowledgeable about something and be unwise about 
it - I think I’ve mentioned this before, but in high school and college I did well in my science classes - however, I was not 
very good at doing labs, especially chemistry labs - often my lab experiments did not yield the results they were suppose 
to - so I had the knowledge, but I wasn’t able to apply it correctly

Or take billiards, or pool - I have found that usually really good billiards players are not physics majors nor are physics majors 
expert billiards players - so there is knowledge of something, but then there is the ability to do something - the ancient 
world called this art - in this meaning, art just means the ability to do something well - and in order to do something well, 
you have to understand what the reality of the situation is - take a quarterback in football - the better a quarterback sizes 
up what the defense is doing, the better the chances are that he can use his art, his ability, to defeat the defense

The same is true in life - the wiser we are, the better we can ascertain the reality we are living in, and the better we can apply 
our gifts and talents in our reactions to the present reality

Especially in the book of Wisdom, wisdom is referred to in the feminine - again, in the first reading we hear about the worthy 
wife - a husband is able to entrust his heart to her - she brings him good, and not evil - there are a lot of people of which 
the following would not be true, but from my experience, on average, men are better at focusing on the goal and women 
are better at focusing on the people necessary to achieve the goal - it has often been women in my life that have called 
me to invest more in people than I would have - the wife in the first reading calls her husband to take more interest in the 
poor and needy 

Then the author of this Proverb says that “charm is deceptive and beauty is fleeting; the woman who fears the Lord is to be 
praised” - we know from experience that charm can be deceptive and physical beauty can change - but the fear of the 
Lord IS to be praised - someone once said the definition of “fear of the Lord” is realizing that God is God and I am not - I 
am not God - therefore, am I allowing God to be Lord of my life?

A good wife brings out the best in her husband - again, wisdom is referred to in the feminine in wisdom literature - wisdom is an 
attribute of God - therefore, are we allowing the loyalty of God, the faithfulness of God, to call us to be better people - 



there are a lot of charming, false relationships, and false beauty in our world that we are told to pursue - instead, are we 
pursing the true relationship of God, the true beauty of God?

The Pslamist today says blessed are the those who fear the Lord - again, do we realize and act as if we know that God is God 
and we are not? - are we allowing God to bless us in our humility before our Creator?

St. Paul in his letter to the Thessalonians, reminds them that they can be loyal to God - why? - because we are children of the 
light, children of the day - in the light, in the daytime, we can see things for what they are - when it is dark, it is hard to 
see things for what they are, to see the reality of our surroundings - in staying alert and sober in the Lord, we will be 
ready for whatever comes

In the Gospel, we see Jesus tell the parable of the three servants - the master goes on a journey and entrusts his possessions 
to these three servants

In the story, Jesus says the master was gone a long time - it could have been tempting for the servants to start spending the 
savings on themselves - instead they stayed the course and continued to be loyal to the master

So when the master does finally come back, all three have been faithful and loyal to the master - they come forward and 
present what they have done with the master’s possessions

The one who was given 5 talents presents 5 more - the one who given 2 talents presents 2 more - however, the one who was 
given 1 talent just gives the one back - for this the master gets angry

The excuse the servant gives for not doing anything is because of fear - before I talked about fear of the Lord, the fear of God - 
this is the beginning of humility - however, we need to balance that with realizing we are not just servants of the light, 
servants of the day, but CHILDREN of the light, CHILDREN of the day, referring back to the second reading - we have a 
heavenly Father who loves us - Jesus shows us that we must respond to God not just with holy fear, but also love

Holy fear allows us to see and understand the reality that God is in control and we are not - holy love allows us to see and 
understand the reality that other than God, we have nothing to fear

It is because of this holy fear, this holy love of God, that we realize that we can and should be loyal to God
It is because of this realization that the only thing, the only being, we truly need to fear is God, that we are then free to take 

risks, especially for the kingdom of God
You ask any great athlete - they became great not because they didn’t fail, but because they were willing to risk failure, 

because they were willing to at least try
This was the mistake of the third servant - he let fear prevent from even trying to invest his master’s possessions, to grow his 

master’s assets 
We are loyal to God when we not only fear God, but when, out of the realization that God loves us, we are willing to take risks 

for Him and His Kingdom, the Kingdom of God
What fear, what fears, are holding you back from being the person God created you to be? - in God’s love, we realize we have 

nothing else, no one else, to fear - Christianity is not a self-help program - we do not actualize ourselves - Christianity is 
a God-help program - in God, by God’s grace, we can set aside our fears and become who God created us to be - St. 
Catherine of Siena said it best: “Be who God created you to be and you will set the world on fire”


